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,A Frznck-Condon type xgument, which requires the least transfer of momentn to tie nuclei dUring a col!ision is Out- 
lkxd nnd applied to the analysis of transhtionz! energy d&pojd and its dependence O;L the init.- i-1 ti2ns!2tiona2J eilligy. US- 
tig the mzimzl entropy ptoc_duie of information theory we zre ati!e to proll, c--d directly from ik assumed (model) COT!- 
stnint to the prodact shte distribution. 

1. lntroellction ing in any additional approxmwtions. 

The mo!ecu!ar (and ion) beam scattering technique 
provides the possibility of measuring the angular and 
recoil energy distribution of reaction products [I ] 
Similarly such results are the direct’“’ output of classi- 
cA trajectory computations. It is therefore useful to 
develop a systematic procedure for the analysis of 
such data. 

The second aim of t!ris work is to demonstrate the 
use of information theory [2-41 and, in particular, 
the maximum entropy principle when coupled with 
models (or approximatior?s) for the collision dynamics. 
Specificr?lly, we use the (simplified picture of the) col- 
lision to identify a constraint on the dynamics and 
then proceed io determine the !ezsr-biased distribution 
which is corkstent with this constr&t. In this way 
one can compare the model directly with the experi- 
mental (or tmjectory-computedj results without bring- 

+ \\‘ork supported by the Stiftur;g Volkswgcnwerk. 
** To o’b;nil the intemzl si2t2 distriouti,oil, using clcsSic2l tra- 

jectories one invzrizbly iequires the introduction of nddi- 
tionzl assumptions cbout the “bhs” whi& coxespond to 
thz quatised intzmzl stztes. 

7 This constrtit is!Mted to diiect resctians. In scditative 
cizssicz!-meshsnlcs terms, we in~p!y by “dtieci” kt. 9s 2 ’ 
function of time, the distance between ttie norkonded zt- 
oms hzs essentitiy or~!y 3 singe _~inim~~~. We thw do not 
exclude “multipk encounters” be:\xresn bonded atoms. 

To analyze the translationel energy disiributiot! we 
have invoked the trnnsfer of momentum constrzinti . 
The physica! origins 2nd significance of the constraint 
is considered in section 2. Section 3 shows how the 
s2me constraint appears in the BOilI 2pprosim2tIon 
for the collision dynamics. Having dete-&ned 2 con- 
straint we show, in section 4, how information theory 
can be brourht in to generate the products recoii ener- 
3 distribution. The functional form we obitin is 

Here E+ is the products (cm.) translztionzl energy 
and Pu(E~) is the prior distribution [24] F ;ir and X, 
are information-theoretic Lagrange multipliers xrd c 
is 3 parameter of the model. At a wel!-defrned iotd 

energy E 2nd in the RRHO approsimrGion [3,4] 

X0 is 2 constant that ensures that P(Ef-) is normalized. 
AT and E are usual!y best determined by fitting (I) to 
the obsened dlstributioc. There is however E dlstinc- 
tion between these two pammeters. YQ appears in the 
deriv-,tion 25 2 Lzgr%qse muIti?Iier chosen so as ta 

rer!deiP(E+) coxistent with the dynamic cor.straini 

v&de e is 2 theoretical pzrameier, which is essectie’iiy 

2 measure of the mTlo,mei?rum of the ejected atcm. fr! 
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Fig. 1. Surptisal an~:y:~is of th? esperimentd (0) P(Ek) distri- 
bution (51 for Rb+CE531 at ET = 4.46 kcz!/moie. The param- 
eter E wes determtied by a fit of (1) to thz observed distribu- 
tion. The entropy of tile fitted functiond form relative to the 
raw experimental c’ata is 0.001 eu, indicating a very good fit. 
80% of the distribution is confmed within the rnnge [(E+)ln 
_ &2] 2 G 1 kcaI/moll:: E = 19.6 LA/mole, hi = 0.88 (kcJ/ 
mole)-‘. The straight Line is the theoretical fit. 

the spectator limit E = ET coszfl where ET is the initial 
collision energy and fi is the ubjquitous skewing angle. 
For repulsive release of the exoergicity (section 5) 
there is an energy-kdependent contribution to e. and 
so on. The qua1itatiL.e (and quantitative) behavjor of 
E as derived from the “transfer of momentum” COD- 
strain1 (discussed in section 5) is found to be in ac- 
cord with ex?erimerM (and trajectory-ger.erated) dis- 
tributions. 

The ana!ysis is illustrated by the experimental re- 
sults (model Rj IS] fbr the 

Rb + CH$ + RhI + CH, (3) 

reaction, fig. 1, (which spans a significant range ai&) 
and cur own classica? trajectory computations for the 

Cl + HI -+ I t XC1 (4) 

ieXtiOtl, fig. 2. The avai!able experimental results for 
the K + Cz131 reaction [6], [he H + XY reactions [7] 
and the K i* CF,I reaction [S] were aIso analyzed, as 
wer6 2 number of 1rqiectory corn??? tations. In all cases, 
one could obtain vex/ reasonable fits. However, only 
the two cases cited above provided sufficient data to 
enable us to verify notjust the functional form but 

i 

I 

/ 
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Fig. 2. The fi: of the informatjon-thcoretc distribution (1) to 
(threedimensional) trajectorycenerated histo,nrams for the Cl 
+ HI rezction. (a) ET = 0.935 &d/mole, (b) ET = 5.719 kcz~l/ 
mole. Note the shift in the location of the pe&. E = 2.7 and 
6.0 kcal/moIe and AT = 1-S and 1.9 &cd/mole)-’ respsctively. 
2.~ = I.6 (kcl/moIe)-l for col!_ineai collisions at ET = 0.935 
kcal/mole. (For both computations H7 is initially in the ground 
tibratioti md fonrth ratatiollal states.) 

also the dependence on initial conditions. A similar 
analysis was carried out for non-reactive (but inelastic) 
trajectory results for the Cl + HI reaction, where Ed’* 
=EF’ provides a satisfactory representation. We thus 
conclude that the momentum transfer model, which 
has received considerable attention in the past (cf. sec- 
tions 2 and 3) is ab!e to account both qualitatively and 
quantitatively [by a suitable choice for E) for the ob- 
served recoil energy distribution. 

The Fran&-Condon principle is essentially the 
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principle of minimal momentum transfer to the nuclei 
during the rapid e!ec:ronic transition. It has long been 
suggested that a similar principie should operate for 
direct molecu!ar collisions [9- 141. The criginal stnte- 
ments were either derived from the Born approsima- 
tion [9,i3-161 or reasoned on physica! grounds. Sub- 
sequently, the examination of experimental and tra- 
jectory generated distributions led tc the observation 
that for a “repulsive” release of the reaction exoergici- 
ty an impulse is imparted to the departing atom [17] 
thereby leading to the, so called, DlPR model [17,18]? 
2nd, in general, to the ciass of‘ketreat coordinate re- 
lease” [19-211 and “photodissociation” [22] (or 
DIPR DIP) models. In addition, it was recognised [23 
-271 that elastic collisions, between pairs of atoms, 
during the over211 reactive encounter would modify 
the momenta cf the nuclei. 

The first Born approximation is not expected to 
provide an accurate description of all aspects of the 
collision. Similarly, the physically motivated models 
often need the injection of additions_! assumptions in 
order to provide 2 dyna_mical theory that can be test- 
ed against experiment. The question naturally arises 
as to how c2n one retain the essential physical concept 
of the reaction dynamics, discard the peripheral as- 
sumptions and yet derive resuits that can be compar- 
ed with experiment. In this note we demonstrate the 
application of information theory to this problem. 
We show how one can go directly from an assumed 
momentum transfer to a product recoil energy distri- 
bution. 

3.The Born approsimstion 

As an illustration, we consider in some detail the 
use of the Born approximation as 2 source of 2 dynam- 
ic constraint. Let fii and Ict be the initial and fk& rela- 
tive moment2 (ET = flzkz/2/li, /Li = lVZ~(l?Z3+ntC)/(??Z* 
+inB+mC) 2nd similarly for the final state). It is con- 
venient to define the two irmomentum transfers” [13] 

with pBC = tngfmC/(ttzB’rtzCj. The momenttin txns- 
kr qc is the change in the momentum of the ejected 
atom* during an A+BC + ABK collisicn. 

The precise form of the Born amplitude depends 
on the details of the potentia! ener,T surf2ce. For the 
exchange of 2 light atoin between two heavier ones one 
can argue on physical grounds [13] and prove [%] 
that the lezding ten-n, in the first order Born expres- 
sion wi!l be determined by the E-C interaction 
(since the A-C interaction will be essentially along 
the internuclear distance). This term can be readily 
evaluated [13--161. Taking (for simplicity) 2 co!lIneu 
collision it yields (up to e we&ly energy dependent 
factor) 

&+-+) = ~~(ET)~~(E~)I,o,,(oA)gqC(~f)l’. (7) 

Here Pg(.tTi) is the prior distribution for the co%- 
near case, ($(Ek) = (2iZ’~)-““);gB&qc) is the 
form factor, i.e., the wavefunction for the BC vibra- 
tional motion in momentum space, and similar!y for 
~~~(4~). For a harmonic oscillator in the rzth level 
and pitting 2, = 2(~i3q$2pE~)JiicdB,-, 

ka&cP = NnLEf,~(Z~2) esp (-.Zc) 

=(~~z-ZC)-“~ , hi+ II. (3) 

Here jL:2 is 2 normahzation factor 2nd H,] is the Eer- 
mite po!ynomial. 

The wavefunction in momentum space (the form 
f2ctor) is pc&ed near the classical equivalence point, 
i.e., (ZC)~.~. = TR, (or (fi7gg/2i&, c. = E:! = 
ffiUg& tipreciselv the same way th& the waveftirx- 1 
tier, in coordinnate space is concentrated about its CIES- 
sical turning point. The distribution of values ofqC in 
the collision should be centered about the most prob- 
a’ble value, 

(fi2,~/2~3c) = CZ$(fiq&)~ (9) 

where the brackets denote an average over the distribu- 
tion of products. Similar considerations apply to 

&3&J 
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Fig. 3. Comparison of the dynamic bizs (P(Ek)!P”(E+)) ver- 
sus (E*)‘n --e In for collinear (0) md threedimensionzl (m) 
trajectory computntions for CI+HI. (Both at ET = 5.719 t:cal/ 
mole and )7=0. The 3-D nti=14.) The surpris& fits (continuous 
NWZ) to the two xpainte distributions yield hi = 3.4 and 3.4 
(kcd/moIe)-’ and E = 6.8 :md 5.9 (kcal/moIe) for the 1-D and 
3-D distributions. 

4. Information iheoretic considerations 

We need LO determine the products Ei distribution 
subject to the constraint that (Z&2) 

(Z,/2) = qfi2q;i2jl,,)t:lw,,) 

= ([(E9’L bos fl E$” ] 2)/bBc sin?fi, (10) 

is knowr?. The information theoretic solution [Z-4] 
is uniquely specified by the condition that the distri- 
bution, apart from reproducing the known value of 
(2, ), has the minimal pl%sible information content. 
This procedure gives 

=Pl(E+)exp {-XT[~E~)“2-~1’2]2-hg): (11) 

with E = E-; cc~~p. Here ;? (or hi) is determined by 
the condition that IZ,! has its specified value ad X, 
ensures that P@i) is nor;aalized. 

The simplest route tc~ the three-dimensional distri- 
bution is to argue [29] that P(E~)lP”(E;) should be 
approximately the same IYor collinear and threedimen- 

sional collisions (baiting the obvious exceptions). The 
trajectory results for the CI+HI reaction, fig, 3, vali- 
date this expectation. Hence (11) essentially implies 
(1). 

The information-theoretic distribution (11) is con- 
sistent wiih the constraint of minimal momentum 
transfer and is, otherwise, the least biased” _ The suc- 
ccss of (I) in accounting for (certainly the overal:) 
features oE the observed (or computed) recoil erlera 
distribution verifies therefore that the principle of 
rtiim.4 momentun transfer does govern the transla- 
tional ener,T d!stribution**, 

A direct route to the three-dimensional distribution 
is to regard qc in (10) as the vector momentum trans- 
fer and determine the distribution accordingly. As is 
evident from fig. 1, up to smaII correction factors this 
route also leads toi (1). 

5. Repulsive e;lei,v release 

In section 3 we vxre concerned wit11 a spectator 
atom C vfhose momentum, i+ = yi Ri is just its share 
(7i = ql(mg +mc)) of the incident momentum. 
Since C need not sit idly, ali one can say in complete 
generality is that E = fizkg/2pcLf where kC is the mo- 
mentum of the C atom as determined by the collision 
dynamics. The procedure is then to adopt n_ model of 
the dynamics, compute kC and hence E and compare 
the resulting distribution, (I), with the experimental 
or detzGIedcomputationa1 results. Two particular cases 

deserve hoivever a special mention??. The first is reac- 
tion on a repulsive (or late downLhiII) surface. A sim- 
plistic view (e.g., refs. [I ,311) of such reactions imme- 

* There is no other distribution which is consistent lQ5th the 
constreint 2nd requires fewer additional dynxnical assump- 
tions in its detivation. In fact, (11) requires no additionti 
assumption beyond the constraint. 

-* In oddition, this distribution is cons~:eni with thz observ- 
ed vibrztionill energy disposal as rnexured by chemilumi- 
nescence or chemimI lose+ methods [ l]- The dynxrzic con- 
straint ~V:hich has bzn invoked for these systems 1301 czn 
be related to the constmtit used here. 

f Except, of ccnse, th!at the second route dso provides a 
constr”,int on the direction of qC 2nd hence provides tip 
joint recoil energy-angulx distribution Fvhich is then inte- 
grated OVCi ti mg!es. 

77 There Wo cases, dizcusscd here from a physicxI point of 
vii-w cz be dc6ved Wtti the framework of co’&sion theory. 
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diately suggests that the late release of the esoergicity, 
past the initial A-SC encounter, ejects the 2;om C 

with high translational energy. Such repulsive release 
is also at the heart of the photodissociation mode! 
[Z]. The physical picture corresponds to t&ing FCC 
=~iki+I where I is the impulse imparted during the 
repulsive release of the energy R ?R = fi”I’/2pBc. 
Now c’lZ = CDS D~?:~+sin j3R”’ _ W-de this result 
nicely accounts for the qua!itative dependence of e on 
ET for most processes (and quantitatively for C!+HE) 
it often (e.g., H+XY or hl+CH, I) fails to correctly pre- 
dict the slope of el” versus EF* . Its most serious flaw 
is that it errs on qualitative trends (e.g., the effect of 
replacing M = K by M = Rb or H+C!2 versus D+CI,). 
This introduces the need for the second modification. 
The momentum of C need not be just its incident mo- 
mentum plus any repulsively released exoergicity. It 
can also change due to A-C (and A-B followed by 
B-C [25]) collisions. Consider the sequence of events 
where an A-C elastic collision is followed by a repul- 
sive release. Let Vi be the initial relative velocity, iii;; 
= pik’i. Then pi is also the initia! A-C relative veloci- 
ty. If the -4-C collision is elastic (in the A-C c.m. 
system) then Vi is the final A-C relative velocity. 
Shou!d the B-C bond snap without any energy re- 
lease, pi would be the velocity with which C ivould 
recoil from AB 2nd hence kc = ~~Vilii = (~fi.~i)~~i. If 
there is a repulsive release, k, = (~~~~i)~;iSir. A simi!ar 
reasoning would apply to a sequence of elastic colii- 
sions. The result 

~“2 = ($,~/l_r~)~‘~ E$’ + sin fiRI/’ (12) 

does account, fig. 4, at leasr qualitatively, for the Rb 
+CH,I experimental results, and for the higher (el” 
versus E’;‘) slope for the K+CI-I31 experimental results. 
In practice, since most of the distribution is confined 
to the range XT [(E+.)“2 - ~~‘~1~ 6 i, a plot of 65;) 
(or of Q) versus ET will also yield an essentially 
straight line, as is often observed to ‘ue the case [ 1,5]. 

6. Concluding remxks 

An information theoretic procedure based on a 
“constrained” momentum transfer has been introduc- 
ed and apptied to the analysis of energy disposal, with 
special re.erence to the ro!e of the initial collision en- -f 

ergy. 

Fig. 4. The dependence of the trans!ational energ:’ disposal on 
the initial trans!ational energ, cl”_ verst~s IF-~. (a) The experi- 
mental [5] (0) rewlts for Rb+CH31. The s!ope is 0.38 (versus 
0.51 predicted by eq. (12)). (b) The (coLhr.enr) trnjzctorv com- 
putations (using tk.? poteiik! energy surface of ref. 1311) for 
CliHI. (E ieaCtive collisions, A ncn-reactiv= coL!isions. Some 

of the points correspond to szverd values of K at the snme ET-.) 
Time slopes for both the reactive an d the non-reactive results is 
that e.spected from c spectator model (i.e., cos g and 1, respec- 
tively). Note also that R=O for the non-reactive restilts. 

The momentum transfer constraint offers an opera- 
tional distinction between attractive and repulsive re- 
lease. In the latter case the EI’~ versus E$’ plot has a 
finite intercept (sinflR”*) at ET=O. Tltis criterion is 
identical to that used to classicy potentia! ener,q SK- 

faces [ 1,3 l] . Note however that for some mass combi- 
nations (e.g., C!+HI) such that sinp is very small? a rz- 
pulsive surface (2s used in our trajectory cornputaiIonsf 
leads to recoil ener.q distribution which is quite simi- 
lar (due to the low value of sinflR”‘) to those expect- 
ed for attractive re!eese. cf. 5g. 4. In addition to the 
insight derived from the intercept, the slope of the cl” 
versus EF” piot provides information on the sequence 
of momentum transfers during the reactive collision. 

The accurate representation provided by E = ET for 
the non-reactive (trajectory-generated) distribution in 
C!+Hl, fig. 4, provides an idditional demonstration af 
t!le va!idity of the present appt,osch. 

The very good approximation for the 3-D distribu- 
tion via the co!lineer bias (P,(E~)/P~(E~)): fig. 3, 
should slso be noted. 
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